Mission Center ™
System Highlights
NC4 systems are engineered
with security as an integral
design criterion. System
features include:
• Granular and discreet
access controls to the
object level; attributeoriented access

Share sensitive content between trusted collegues.

Secure Information Sharing
Revolutionizing your safety and security
has never been more important, and the
same people that brought you the highly
successful Extranet Secure Portals (ESP)
now bring you NC4 Mission Center™,
a highly secure communication and
collaboration solution. This full-service,
full-featured offering builds on more
than ten years of lessons learned and
demonstrates best practices. The NC4
Mission Center solution offers security
and usability at its core, resulting in a
secure platform that is powerful enough
to handle a mission with hundreds
of thousands of operational users
spanning organizational and geographic
boundaries, but easy enough to use for
everyday collaboration.

From “Need to Know” to
“Need to Share”
Regardless of where your organization
is on the information sharing continuum
– whether you are just beginning or
are quickly evolving – NC4 Mission
Center is designed to be tailorable
to your needs. The system is built
to accommodate multiple types of
information sharing requirements, from
tightly controlled, limited information
sharing with highly trusted participants,
to more open-access discussion forums
for a more unrestricted, common
community of participants, to everything
in between. One of NC4’s core strengths
is an in-depth understanding of
information management and protection
technologies. NC4 Mission Center has
been architected to use a publish and
subscribe methodology to give users

• Support to additional factor
authentication (i.e. Twofactor, etc.)
• Comprehensive user
auditing
• Fully secure, redundant
physical data centers built
to federal intelligence
community standards
• Meets or exceeds
NIST 800-53 guidance
requirements for
federal certification and
accreditation processes
• Federated Identity
Management expertise

the flexibility to request and receive

Third-party application support

Wiki – Contribute, comment, and

information that is critical to their

– Support and manage standards-

edit informal content between users

missions and/or areas of expertise.

based third party applications,

on topics of interest.

NC4 Mission Center
functionality
Secure Messaging – Solutionspecific, email-like capability.
Send and receive messages in
real-time between users ensuring
complete security of message and
its contents. Significant benefit to

including JSR 168, KML, CAP and
JBPM standards.

discussion capability to view

Web 2.0 Web Services – Simple

chronological updates and content

plug-n-play features to subscribe

additions.

to Real Simple Syndication (RSS)
feeds from external sources (if
organizational security parameters
allow).
NC4 Add-ons – Take advantage of

network) boundaries.

NC4-specific application integration

edit and share documents and
files (all file types) and enhance
the metadata and knowledge
management (tagging, categorizing,
document retention, etc.).

Chat – Conduct real-time instant
messaging with other users on
demand. Ability to tailor user lists
into friends lists.

users bridging organizational (and

Document Library – Post, view,

Message Boards – Threaded

offerings such as a Twitter-based
feed, Universal Console, NC4 Risk
Center integration, and more.
Collaboration Options include:
Blogs – Post updates on topics of
interest and comment on others;

Global Search – Discover all

ability to subscribe to updates.

accessible content available systemwide, based on user role.

More About NC4
NC4 and its wholly owned subsidiary The ESP
Group, deliver safety and security solutions for
both business and government organizations. NC4
revolutionizes how organizations and communities
collect, manage, share and disseminate information
to reduce cyber threats, fight crime, mitigate risks
and manage incidents. NC4 also provides secure
communication and collaboration solutions for
public and private sector communities.
NC4 solutions are used in the public sector by

federal, state and local agencies in homeland
security, emergency management and law
enforcement disciplines. NC4 solutions are used
in the private sector by companies involved
in financial services, high-tech, insurance,
manufacturing, aerospace and defense, oil and
gas, pharmaceuticals and healthcare, as well as
other industries.
To learn more about how NC4 can benefit your
organization, visit www.NC4.com or call
877-624-4999 | +1-310-606-4444
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